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I. REVIEW/INTRO
A. Last Sunday, Pastor John noted the question we
were to ask is: “Does the brand of faith I live by, produce the kinds of results in my life that I read about in the
biblical stories of men and women of faith?”
B. We must:
1) Seize (get hold of)
2) Activate our faith
3) Make our move
C. The key ingredient is intimacy with God

II. TWO MAJOR ISSUES IN OUR WALK WITH GOD WE NEED TO RESOLVE
A. God has specific plans for our life
Jeremiah 29:11 (TLB) For I know the plans I have for you, says the Lord. They are plans for good and not for
evil, to give you a future and a hope.
B. God has specific gifts and calling for each of us
Romans 11:29 (AMP) For God’s gifts and His call are irrevocable. [He never withdraws them when once they
are given, and He does not change His mind about those to whom He gives His grace or to whom He sends
His call.

III. WE CAN CHOOSE TO BELIEVE GOD FOR THE IMPOSSIBLE
A. God is ready to do the impossible on our behalf
Luke 18:27 (PHILLIPS) Jesus replied, “What men find impossible is perfectly possible with God.”
B. We should take giant steps, asking for giant outcomes
Mark 9:23 (GW) Jesus said to him, “As far as possibilities go, everything is possible for the person who
believes.”
C. Jesus knows every battle we face, every dream we hold in our heart, every barrier we encounter and every
victory, with God’s help, we can achieve.

IV. BEGIN PRAYING FOR THE IMPOSSIBLE
A. SSS PRAYERS can happen when you have CONFIDENCE
Quote from SSS book: “Biblical audacity is a mind-set that approaches God with confidence and believes Him
for the impossible. It’s rooted in the Gospel and it’s powered by the Holy Spirit.”
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B. SSS PRAYERS are forged in the fires of OBEDIENCE
Quote from SSS book: “When you strip the biblical
miracles of their spectacular special effects, a common plot point emerges: extraordinary moves of God
begin with ordinary acts of obedience.”
C. SSS PRAYERS need HOLY SPIRIT GUIDANCE and POWER
Quote from SSS book: “The impossible becomes possible for you only as you carefully observe and faithfully
obey the direction of the Holy Spirit.”		

V. MAKE A DIFFERENCE IN EVERY GOOD-WAY YOU CAN
A. Meditate on the following scripture:
Romans 8:28 (AMP) We are assured and know that [God being a partner in their labor] all things work together
and are [fitting into a plan] for good to and for those who love God and are called according to [His] design
and purpose.
B. Look for an opportunity this week where God can put the “extra” into your “ordinary” as you pray with
“audacious faith” to the ONE who can do the impossible!
“You were designed for accomplishment, engineered for success, and endowed with the seeds of greatness.”
Zig Ziglar

